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About This Game

Journey of life is a survival sandbox game where the player finds himself on a group of islands where each island has a different
biome with different flora and fauna.

In order to build a village, the player needs to create a variety of stations that will process materials found on the islands into
components used in crafting tools and weapons needed for survival.

The player needs to build a dock on the coast to be able to construct a ship used in sailing between islands. Before the ability to
departure, the player needs to fill the ship with resources such as food and water to survive the stormy seas!

FEATURES IN CURRENT GAME
- Basic Movement System

- Inventory System
- Foraging

- Character Basic Crafting System and Advanced station crafting
- Basic Combat System [Melee Weapons, Bow]

- Animal Hunting System
- Basic Power System [Primitive][Windmill and Watermill]

- Farming
- Building in 4 tiers

- Basic Transport Vehicles
- PvP
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- Singleplayer and Multiplayer - Listen and Dedicated servers
- Weather system

- Basic Modular weapons and tools
- Aquatic, Terrestrial and Air Animals

- Basic Food Cooking
- Basic Character Management

- Fruit Regrow System

PLANNED FEATURES

- Expanding building part and stations system
- Seamless Biome Traveling [Tropical, Desert, Snow]

- Tribe system, society progress
- Experience and skill system

- Advanced Modular weapons and tools
- Advanced Power System

- Advanced Ore mining
- Advanced Transport Vehicles

- Advanced AI Systems for Human AI [Singleplayer]
- Advanced AI Systems for Animal AI

- Advanced Cooking system
- Advanced House System

- Advanced Character Management
- Advanced Combat System

- Language Translations
- Character Customization

Check out our Roadmap
https://trello.com/b/Iu8L9eX5/journey-of-life-steam-offical-branch

Find more info on our Wiki
https://journeyoflife.gamepedia.com/Journey_Of_Life_Wiki

Join our Facebook Community
https://www.facebook.com/JourneyOfLifeGame/

Join our Discord Community.
https://discord.gg/ZAzJVzU

Join our Subreddit.
https://www.reddit.com/r/JourneyOfLifeTheGame/

Made in Croatia
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Title: Journey Of Life
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Publisher:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 2500k / AMD FX 4100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 960 / AMD R9 Fury

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese
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Dang this game is old. I had to dust it off my digital shelf. When I tried this at release date, i was slightly turned off because of
the jagged edges. With my super quantum built computer and valve index, it is a true site to behold.

Kidding aside. if you loved the scene with HAL 2000 and the astronaut in 2001 space odyssey, this game will get you so close to
that feeling of being alone in space and trying to survive. I don't regret buying this long ago and I am so excited to play this on
my 2080ti and vive pro.....(just finished my valve index order)

Highly recommended!. Sherlock Gnomes and his assistant, Gnome Watson, storm into a museum, where their nemesis, a pie
mascot named Moriarty, is holding gnomes hostage, planning to smash them. After a brief battle, Moriarty is defeated and
seemingly crushed by a dinosaur skeleton.

Meanwhile, Gnomeo and Juliet, as well as the other gnomes, are moving to London. While there, Gnomeo and Juliet are
declared the new leaders of the garden. Gnomeo leaves to find a flower for the garden, but is caught. He and Juliet have a brief
argument, but then find out that all the other gnomes have gone missing. Sherlock and Watson show up at the scene to
investigate, and after Gnomeo and Juliet help them escape from a sewer, they all team up.

Sherlock inspects a clue given to them by Moriarty, who he believes survived their last encounter. After literally searching his
mind, he concludes that the clue is leading them to Chinatown. After an encounter with some Maneki-nekos, they find the next
clue. The group is split on where the clue is leading, so they split up. Later, Watson is seemingly killed by a stone Gargoyle,
saddening the group. Eventually, Sherlock figures out that the next clue is at the park. He and Juliet disguise themselves as a
squirrel to get the clue from a dog and barely succeed. Meanwhile, Gnomeo discovers where the gnomes are being kept.

The next clue leads Sherlock and Juliet to a doll shop, where they meet his former girlfriend, Irene. Resentful towards Sherlock,
she kicks them out, but Juliet is allowed back in. Juliet then convinces her to give them the clue, which finally leads them to
Moriarty. However, they discover that Watson was the true mastermind. Watson's Gargoyles then betray him and dispose of
Sherlock, Watson, and Juliet.

Sherlock discovers exactly where the gnomes are being held, at the Tower Bridge, and the group later finds out that Moriarty
really was behind everything and plans on smashing the gnomes with the bridge when it's raised. He then reveals that, after
witnessing Sherlock's mistreatment of Watson, had the Gargoyles, who worked for him the entire time, pretend to work for
Watson.

During a brief chase, Gnomeo defeats the Gargoyles with a drone, Watson goes to save the trapped gnomes, and Moriarty
injures Sherlock's leg. To save everyone, Sherlock tackles Moriarty over the edge of the bridge where Watson narrowly saves
him. Moriarty is left floating in the river where he vows revenge. Watson and Sherlock reconcile, as does Gnomeo and Juliet,
and the gnomes are rescued.

The garden gnomes hold a ceremony for Gnomeo and Juliet, with Irene in attendance, and Sherlock and Watson leave onto
another adventure.. I played the second part and decided to buy the first, good games, I like the atmosphere of loneliness and
this terrible music. If the third part came out, I would buy. Awsome made and a good idea behind it. but sadly not worth the
money, way to short and missing the free play that you have in the first Airport Firefighter Simulator, and sorry too say it not
worth the name simulator. the idea with all the loading screen is waste of time and you miss the fun driving part. would love to
se a more work you up in rank that you have in the first simulator. the first game they made was more worth the name
simulator. the good ideas in this game is the air thank, axe and hose you bring out of the truck. love that part and i love the
graphics . but this game still is missing so much to actually will be worth to be recomended.. theres a bug at the very first level
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that blocks me from continuing. A Pad where the character with the spade cannot jump so he cant grab the rope. On the next
stage of the map one would need a spade. How do i fix this.. They said they would offer monthly updates. It has been two
months. I bought this game way back in 2014 when they said they were nearly finished and it was on open access. Don't waste
your money.. Creeper World: Anniversary Edition is not just a fun strategy\/tower defense type game. It is a true 'indie gem'
that checks all the boxes!

If tower defense or RTS games appeal to you, then you would likely be interested in trying Creeper World. The learning curve is
a little steep at first, but by the time you make it through the story mode you will be a master of strategy. The flexibility of
strategy in this game is especially appealing, and the variety of maps will ensure that no player gets bored on the way to 100%
completion (20 hours for me, and I enjoyed every minute).

Here's the kicker: I got this amazing game on sale for $0.79 - this is simply one of the best buys out there and worth getting for
great strategic fun, to support a cool indie developer, or to just check out what may be one of the best value games on Steam.
I'm very happy I gave Creeper World a try!
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Flower was a huge disappointment to me, considering that I love every single other game created by thatgamecompany. I seem
to be the only person who finds the controls of this game incredibly frustrating. I have never player the console version, so it
could be a problem with the port. I just feel the controls and camera are extremely clunky, and every time I have to turn around
to grab a flower I just missed by a pixel, I get more and more frustrated by a game which is supposed to be calming. Somehow,
the soothing music just makes it worse! The fact that I get low FPS in this game even with low quality graphics (even though my
PC plays The Witcher 3 on high settings no problem) just adds insult to injury.. Unplayable. Head and movent tracking without
rift contols? It was a 3 2 1 before I ripped my xbone out of the usb slot. Buy a wireless Xbone? I own a rift!
 The sad thing about how badly they crippled their own game is that I realy wanted to play it. I have read everything HPL has
published and more. I was a part of the Wisperer in Darkeness movie and comic. I even create an HPL comic of my own.
 The point of this genre is that it gives more than it takes. Try harder.. An OK game. Lots of HO scenes. Though you'll find
yourself revisiting the same HO scenes several times, you'll be looking for different items. The HO scenes were somewhat
challenging. The other puzzles were on the trivial side.

There is a useful map, but no quick travel, so you'll be doing lots of backtracking. There are no achievements.

Problems I encountered:

- The solar system puzzle has really really bad mouse control. Whenever I moved the mouse toward the lower part of the puzzle
to drop a planet in a hole, the planet either stopped moving, or started swinging wildly left and right. I was lucky to be able to
finish this puzzle at all.

- In one HO scene, a scroll is misnamed as "whistle".

- Many close-up scenes do not auto-close when you're done with them, even though there is nothing left to look at in them. One
of them kept the map are marked as active, so I had to revisit it and click on it again to clear the map.

- There is a visual recurring glitch at the bottom of the well.

I paid 3 bucks and got 5-6 hours of entertainment, so I'm not sorry I bought it.. okay so you shoot fish... where's the game
though?
not complaining since I got it in a bundle with some other games that were kind of fun for about 0.07\u20ac each which is
alright. in the grand sceme of things... I've paid more for games that wouldn't even start xD
Just felt I had to give honor where honor's due. I haven't seen a game that made so little effort in quite a while.... It was a
difficult decision to give this game a thumbs down, when I would, on a non-binary rating system, give it a passing, yet slightly
below average score. A scoring bug and a clunky UI were the deciding factors.

Pros:
- Graphically appealing, the best of the genre that I have tried.
- Supports 4K resolutions.

Cons:
- (Bug) The scoring system is FUBAR in higher difficulties. Nothing like clearing a high difficulty tileset and receiving a score
of minus 24 million and some change.
- (Usability) It is impossible to judge the height of stacks without moving the camera, and the mouse responsiveness is bad.
Repositioning the camera is much harder than it should be. I've played much more user-friendly 2D MajJong programs..
Charging money for this stuff is sad.
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